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1) Miranda paid    9,177 for a used car. She also spent   323 in repairs. After a few

months, she sold it for    7,885. Find the loss percent.  
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2) Bob sold a handmade wooden jewelry box for   192. If the price of making

the box was   124, what is the pro!t value?

S

S

3) Jane gives her bakery products for    441 to a shopkeeper. The actual price of

the products was    452. What was the loss value?

S

S

4) Jason sold a large quantity of jumbo shrimps for    3,087. If the shrimps had

been purchased at the seafood market for    2,100, what is the pro!t

percent? 

S5) Steve purchased a patio furniture set for    360. After years of use, the set was

sold at 55% loss. Calculate the loss amount.
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1) Miranda paid    9,177 for a used car. She also spent   323 in repairs. After a few

months, she sold it for    7,885. Find the loss percent.  
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2) Bob sold a handmade wooden jewelry box for   192. If the price of making

the box was   124, what is the pro!t value?

S

S

3) Jane gives her bakery products for    441 to a shopkeeper. The actual price of

the products was    452. What was the loss value?

S

S

4) Jason sold a large quantity of jumbo shrimps for    3,087. If the shrimps had

been purchased at the seafood market for    2,100, what is the pro!t

percent? 

S5) Steve purchased a patio furniture set for    360. After years of use, the set was

sold at 55% loss. Calculate the loss amount.

Pro!t and Loss Word Problems
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